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G O I T S E  - 
M U S I C  V I D E O



I entered into this immediately wanting to do something unexpected. It is easy for people to 

think of Traditional Irish Music and conger up images of older men in a pub, playing away in the 

corner. Goitse is a fresh young Irish Trad group, who travel the world playing their own original 

Trad music. It’s the story of the young Irish that I would like to tell rather than fall into the trap 

of stereotypical Irish scenes and older characters. This is our opportunity to break the mold and 

show something fresh, exciting and visually arresting – which this music lends itself to.

The song’s changes and the use of percussion throughout speak to me as a battle or struggle. 

The most interesting and familiar type of battle to us all is the internal one we face, against our 

own sense of who we are and the fear of judgement from others for it. The music flows as well, 

which is much more structured and methodical than conflict, like a dance.

I hope this story will provide an entirely new interpretation for the music and subvert 

expectation, in the same way that our characters will through the video. I’m excited to have the 

opportunity to really go for this and connect this traditional style music with the generation that 

adopted it. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N





We meet two girls in separate home scenarios:

Girl 1 is at home with her parents and younger sister; sitting around the breakfast 

table. Everyone is dressed very nicely and conservatively. We get the impression 

from looking at what everyone is wearing that they are all slightly repressed - the 

girl included. No one is speaking to one another, just eating and smiling politely. 

Our girl throws her eye up to the clock, quickly finishes the last of her food and 

drink and runs from the table.

In the hall, she quickly checks no one in the kitchen can see her, she pulls out a 

sports bag from the cupboard, and jumps out the door and quickly moves down the 

road with a quick glance over the shoulder as she turns at the end of it.

She walks into a gym and smiles largely. This is where she wanted to be. As she 

walks through the gym, other men and women are hitting and kicking heavy bags, 

dancing around each other in a cage, practicing their high kicks and learning leg 

lock techniques on the mats. Our girl begins to get changed, revealing training gear 

underneath her clothes. She begins to wrap her hands. She is an MMA fighter – or 

at least aspiring to be one.

O U R 
S T O R Y





Girl 2 is at home in the kitchen alone. She is finishing off her own 
breakfast, which it looks as though she has made herself. She 
is wearing loose clothes, suitable for training in. She puts her 
cleared dish into the sink, picks up a backpack and heads out the 
door – she passes her parents in the living room as she goes out; 
they’re watching TV and barely notice her leaving.

She walks through a door into a room with a sprung floor, like a 
gymnasium. As she walks into the room we see other girls and 
guys around the edges of the hall doing stretches and talking 
to one another. An instructor signals them all to come forward 
and line up in front of the mirror that covers the entire of one of 
the walls. Everyone begins to move as one in front of the mirror, 
fluidly, but defined. She is a dancer.



We begin to cut now back and forth between the two scenarios: the girl training 

in mixed martial arts and the girl dancing hip-hop/soul. The images draw parallels 

between one another, showing the grace, athleticism and freedom in both pursuits. 

Our shots will show clearly some of the action – a punch to a focus mitt – a spin 

and fall to the ground – a high kick to a heavy bag – a slick succession of hand 

movements amidst a complicated, beautiful dance. But we will mostly be focused 

on the emotions of our characters, highlighting their faces, as they embrace their 

experience. They are enthralled, consumed. 

Our fighter moves from training in the ring with a trainer, to punching a speed bag, 

to push-ups, to practicing leg locks with another fighter. 

Our dancer goes from dancing in line with the rest of the group, to free styling 

herself in front of the mirror, to stretches on the bar, to practicing the complicated 

parts of the routine with the instructor. 

Both girls are surrounded by others, but our focus is singularly on the two of them. 

There is a reprieve during the music which will be reflected in each scenario - both 

girls taking a minute to breath. Our fighter, removing her headgear, resting on the 

ropes and our dancer sitting on the ground by herself. Both showing the exhaustion, 

but moreso determination in their eyes and enjoyment on their faces. As the music 

builds back up they both get back to their feet and jump back in.





As the song progresses, so do the parallels of the 
fighting and the dancing. We start to see each girl 
react to one another as though in the same room. 
Our fighter throws a right-handed jab as we cut to 
our dancer pulling her head to the left. Our dancer 
stumbles and our fighter reaches out to help. Both girls 
seemingly look at each other and subtlety smile. 

We understand more and more that these girls are 
connected, while not physically in the same space, and 
we begin to enjoy the dance and the fight they are 
both having with one another.

As we come to the last section of the song, both girls 
realize they got too caught up intheir activity. They 
each pack up their things and quickly exit. As the light 
begins to fade outside, we see them both running, as 
though Cinderella has run out of time. 



Our fighter arrives at a spot along the coast and slows down. She looks around a little bit 

confused and decides to sit on the wall facing the sea. The sun is low in the sky, not quite 

sunset, giving a wintery twilight to the surroundings.

We cut to our dancer, also running along the coast, when she comes across our fighter 

sitting on the wall. Our dancer stops and walks over. Realizing the fighter has earphones 

in, she sits down beside her, without our fighter noticing. Our dancer places her hand 

on our fighters. She turns around, caught unawares, but not startled. They look at one 

another and smile in recognition. This was the meeting they were both running to. Their 

hands embrace.

THE END.





Our film will have an energy that you can feel in your gut. This story should pull you in and take you on a journey.

Natural. Our film must feel real. A boldness and attention to detail is key. We want to create worlds that are 

familiar, that stay true to our character’s life.

Using clever casting, subtle production design and stylish cinematography.

Cinematic. Our imagery will have a stylish beauty, with sophisticated compositions and an organic lighting. The 

camera will move dynamically, emulating the action in both scenarios. We’ll observe both girls with only a subtle 

hint of mysticism as we witness the connection between each character. 

The manipulation of depth of field will help us to focus on only our protagonists, 

without resorting to the cheesy and overused 

too shallow depth of field we see too often. 

The images will have slightly muted colours and a subtle grain to them, 

to make the scenes feel more familiar and lived in. 

  

Emotive. Our story has to be emotive. The characters and their performances are crucial to the emotional 

integrity of this film. The performance of our fighter and dancer should be nuanced and credible. We should see 

it and we should feel the energy of their passion and the completion of their reunion at the end.

Cast. Our cast will be paramount to this story, particularly our two main characters. I have a lot of experience in 

identifying non-acting talent. My approach will be to cast through a combination of street casting (contacting 

training gyms and dancehalls for actual fighters and dancers) and then the more traditional route of finding actors 

to identify the best performers with familiarity with both pursuits. 

V I S I O N



It’ll be important, as well as telling the story laid out, to also add an identity to 

the music being played and connect it to the events. But moreso, it’s important 

not to do this in a way that doesn’t feel at all contrived. 

Our story will be incterut with close shots of the music being played on 

the instruments. These shots will focus on only the instruments and not the 

performers faces or the group as a whole. They will reflect the emotional 

position of the story they are cut with. 

They will start with a slow controlled picking of the mandolin for the beginning 

section, and becoming more dynamic, with the bow on the fiddle and the 

playing of the bodhran as the story ramps up - adding energy to the piece, 

instead of slowing it down. 

I see these being filmed at a high frame rate and having a slightly higher level 

of contrast to the rest of the images to give them a look of hyperrealism - 

distinguishing them from occupying the same physical reality as the story. 

These shots will include unusual angles on the instruments and purposeful use 

of light to prevent them from feeling dull. 

M U S I C


